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AbstractThe use of authentic materials is important in teaching EFL students dueto its real life English language usage. For this reason, this articlediscusses the way how to use TV commercials as an authentic materialsin teaching one of the skills in English, that is listening. This article servesseveral materials, activities, and steps of how we implement the usage ofTV commercials as authentic materials to improve listening ablity of thestudents. These materials, activities and steps is aimed to encourage andto give the real life usage of English, so the students can implement it intheir daily communication abroad. These strategies was collectedthrough several articles reading and experts in EFL teaching. It is knownthat both EFL teachers and students have much to gain from TVcommercials. TV commercials have visual, verbal and written images,interesting vocabulary and cultural features, and help students toimprove their listening skills and to speak English in a more natural way.
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IntroductionTelevision commercials are fun, persuasive, and memorable acts ofcommunication that not only can capture the attention of language learners butalso can be used to stimulate them to think critically about deeper linguistic andcultural meanings. As Smith and Rawley (1997) argue that TV commercial is apowerful tool as any politician, industrialist, businessman or communicationsexpert will attest. The literature on TV commercials describes how to use them inlanguage classrooms, the advantages of doing so, and how to find and select them.But until recently, using television commercials was an arduous task because ofthe difficulty of acquiring them. Before the Internet and TiVo, finding andpreparing commercials for classroom use required a great deal of time; today, theyare easily obtained in digital format, making their preparation and use easier. With
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the difficulties of acquiring commercials eliminated, teachers can beginincorporating them into their multilevel or mixed-ability curricula.As teachers, we know that no matter how carefully a school tries to dividestudents into different levels of language ability, discrepancies in language learninggoals, learning styles, educational backgrounds, and levels of motivation arealways present in every classroom. These variations are further aggravated whenstudents of different language proficiency levels coexist in one class. Besidesstruggling to organize a syllabus so as to achieve a shared set of goals, teachersalso have the difficult task of selecting materials that can be used by all students atthe same time. TV commercials can aid in satisfying the needs of multilevel ormixed-ability classes because their visual qualities greatly increase students’comprehension, this is in line with Smith and Rawley statements, which the impactof an entertaining commercial is beyond the pedagogical powers and resources ofteachers to create. However, that power can be harnessed in the English as asecond language (ESL) classroom by using TV commercials to teach both listeningand critical thinking skills.
1. ListeningAccording to Basquille, Listening is the activity of paying attention andtrying to get the meaning from something that has been listened. While hearing ispassive, successful listening is definitely an active skill which requiresinvolvement.Listening is language skill which needs the most frequently practice in usingin everyday life. Morley has estimated that we listen twice as much spokenlanguage as we spoke, four times as much as we read, and five times as much as wewrite. According to Rost:Listening is a process holding a continuum of active passive process, whereis the process is under the control of the listener, and passive process.listening means the process where is the listener catch what the speakerhas said; to get the speaker's idea; to decode the speaker message; tounpack the speaker's content; to receive the transfer of images, impression,thought, beliefs, attitudes, and emotional from the speaker.
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Nadig states that there are three basic Listening Modes. First, competitive orcombative listening happens when listeners are more interested in promotingtheir own point of view than in understanding or exploring someone else's view onlistening. They either listen for openings to take the floor, or for flaws or weakpoints they can attack. As they pretend to pay attention they are impatientlywaiting for an opening, or internally formulating their rebuttal and planning theirdevastating comeback that will destroy the argument and make them the victor.Second, in passive or attentive listening happened when listeners are genuinelyinterested in hearing and understanding the other person's point of view. We areattentive and passively listen. We assume that we heard and understand correctly.but stay passive and do not verify it. Finally, active or reflective listening is thesingle most useful and important listening skill. In active listening learners alsogenuinely interested in understanding what the other person is thinking, feeling,wanting or what the message means, and we are active in checking out ourunderstanding before we respond with our own new message. We restate orparaphrase our understanding of their message and reflect it back to the senderfor verification. This verification or feedback process is what distinguishes activelistening and makes it effective.According to Field (2011), there are standard format for the listening lessondeveloped. They are divided into three parts. First, pre-listening; teaching at thebeginning of the listening lesson. It contains implications of new vocabulary orkeywords in the passage. Second is listening. It is divided into two parts; those areextensive listening and intensive listening. Extensive listening is part of thelistening process which is followed by general questions establishing context.Intensive listening is part of listening process focused on the student's attention onlanguage form. Third, post listening. It focuses on analysis of the language in thetext. The purpose of this part is the ability of language learners to infer themeaning of new words from the context.From definitions above, the writer conclude that Listening is the act ofhearing attentively. Listener gets the information from the speaker, and then canresult imagination and understanding. When a person decides to communicatewith another person, he or she does so to fulfill the need. The person wantssomething, feels discomfort, and or has feeling or thoughts about something. In
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deciding to communicate, the person selects the method or code which he or shebelieves it will effectively deliver the message, impression, thought, beliefs,attitudes, and emotional to the other person. Effective communication existsbetween two people when the receiver interprets and understands the sender'smessage in the same way the sender intended it. The researcher states that theEnglish teacher has to make listening class communicate with giving more chancefor students. He/she can link the lesson with students' daily problems and givematerials relate on how to solve the problems. It is also good if students can learnmoral values from the lesson that will be used in their daily life. The importantthing for the teacher is to give the students more opportunity to practice theirlistening skill by providing more activity that put them into the real practice ofcommunication.
Authentic MaterialsTaylor’s article (1994) includes several definitions of authentic materialsand texts. Morrow's (1977) says that an authentic material can be defined as "astretch of real language, produced by a real speaker or writer for a real audienceand designed to convey a real message of some sort." Both Wilkins' (1976) andHarmer's (1983) refer to an authentic text (written or spoken) as a text made fornative speakers of the language, not for language students. Nunan's (1989), statesthat an authentic text is “any material which has not specifically been produced forthe purposes of language teaching" (quoted in Taylor, 1994, p. 2). In addition, inToward wider use of literature in ESL: Why and how, Gajdusek (1988, p. 228)defines authentic texts, when referring to stories, as those which are original, notadapted. Moreover, Karpova (1999, p.18) defines authentic materials as “itemsthat normally go into a trash can,” such as tea boxes. She explains how the textfrom tea boxes can be used. Finally, Martinez (2002, p.1) quotes Peacock (1977) onthe definition of authentic materials: “Materials that have been produced to fulfillsome social purpose in the language community.” As teachers can readilyunderstand, authentic texts/materials are produced for the target community, notfor language teaching. But, by using them in class, teachers welcome the targetculture into their classrooms, making their classes a more natural environment forlanguage learning
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Sample Material

Level : High intermediate and advanced levels; and lower levels (moretime should be allocated for each activity or the commercial selected should besimple enough for this level)
Objective : To help EFL students to express their ideas in English in anatural way, learn about the target culture and become critical thinkers Skills:Listening, speaking, writing and reading; with particular emphasis on listening andspeaking
Time : 90-100 minutes (high-intermediate and advanced levels); 135-150 minutes (lower levels)
Material : Videotapes or CDs of TV commercials and/or publicannouncements produced by and for native speakers, and the hardware necessaryto work with the videos and/or CDs

Previewing Activities--Focus on the Topic

Step 1. Previewing activities about what students will see and hearStudents make predictions about what they will see and hear. The teacherencourages students to say anything that comes to mind; that is, they persuadestudents to take risks. As future professionals, students will be faced withproblems requiring fast thinking.   This type of activity helps students to train theirminds. In many countries, students are passive learners: They are taught just tolisten to their teachers. They refuse to take risks. “Helgesen (1993) states,'Listening isn't and can't be passive,' so our job must be to activate their listeningalong with speaking, grammar, writing, and reading skill areas" (quoted in Davis,1995, p.3).Teachers have two choices in Step 1:1. They tell students what type of product they will see and the name of theproduct (Davis, 1995, p.3), and then ask them to get into small groups to discussthe type of target market at which the product is directed. Davis suggests things,such as the "age group, sex of consumers, socioeconomic class . . . [and] theproduct slogan . . ."p.3).  Davis’ suggestions encourage students to generateideas.  A member of each group writes down the answers to report on them
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orally or writes them on the board as soon as all groups finish discussing thetype of target market.  If a member of each group writes the responses on theboard, all students, especially the visually-oriented ones, will have theopportunity to see what their peers have thought and compare the responsesgiven by all the groups.2. They write on the board the name of the product or topic of the commercialstudents will see and hear without giving any further clues.  For example, one ofthe commercials used by the author was "Robitussin," cough syrup sold over thecounter in US drugstores. Since students had never heard of it, they did notknow what the product name meant; as a result, they asked yes/no questionsabout the product to guess what kind of product they would be seeing.Yes/no questions can be handled in two ways: 1) Students can get togetherin small groups and one member of the group writes down questions students planto ask the teacher.  2) Students take turns asking questions that come to mind,making sure that no question is asked more than once. Once students guess whatkind of product it is and finish discussing the type of target market, teachers canmove to Step 2.If they do not guess what the product is, teachers can either tell them orallow them to see/hear the commercial. The lack of familiarity with the productmakes the activity fun, for each group thinks of a product other than the real one.They get very curious and excited while trying to guess what kind of product thecommercial is promoting.
Step 2. Making predictions about words/phrases/sentences and images.Davis  (1995,p.3) suggests that at this time students should makepredictions about five words that they think they will hear and five images thatthey believe they will see in the commercial. Teachers can also ask students tomake predictions about phrases and/or sentences that they think they will hearand/or read.  One member of each group writes down the predictions to reportorally or writes them on the board for discussion and subsequent confirmation.
Viewing Activities--Focus on LanguageViewing or listening to the commercial
Step 1. Verifying predictions
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Before students confirm their predictions about the product by watching orlistening to the commercial once or twice, teachers "can create some sort ofinformation gap by manipulating . . .” [students] (Davis 1995,p.3).  This can be donein several different ways:1. The sound of the TV or computer can be off, so students can only see thecommercial.2. The TV set or computer can be turned around, so students see only the backof the TV or computer.  Thus, they will have to concentrate on what theyhear.3. Davis (1995, p.3) suggests that half of the students turn their backs to the TV.4. The TV or computer screen can be half covered (top, bottom or sides).5. Davis (1995, p.3) suggests that the TV screen can be covered withconstruction paper full of holes, so students will see the commercial throughthe holes.6. The center of the TV screen can be covered but the edges uncovered. Or theedges can be covered and the center uncovered (Stempleski and Tomalin,1990, p. 66).If students only see the commercial, they can verify their predictions aboutthe type of product and target market, and the images that they expected to see.  If,on the other hand, they only listen to the commercial, they can verify predictionsabout the type of product (this may not be possible if the product is not clearlydescribed or defined), the type of target market, and words, phrases or sentencesthey expected to hear.If they listen to the commercial message, but they see only a part of thescreen, they can still discuss their predictions in groups or with the whole classabout what they hear and maybe what they see. If their predictions have beenwritten on the board, it is easy for each group to look at them and explain what ledthem to make those predictions.Then the students watch the full, unadulterated TV commercial twice andtalk about their predictions, and if they were actually included in the commercialor not.
Step 2. Understanding unknown written and/or spoken vocabulary
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Now that they have seen and listened to the entire commercial, teachers can askthem to concentrate on the vocabulary.  They can ask students what words they donot understand.  They can watch the commercial one or two more times,depending on their needs. Then, in groups they make a list of unknown words, andwhen the list is completed, a member of each group writes the unknown words onthe board.  At this time, if no one already knows the meaning of the words, thewhole class tries to guess their meaning by using contextual clues.  If contextualclues do not help them, they can look the words up in a thesaurus or dictionary.  Ifthey still do not understand the meaning of the words, the teacher can explain themeaning to them.
Step 3. Transcribing the commercial messageStudents listen to the commercial as many times as they find necessary (twoto four times is usually sufficient).  After they listen to it, they transcribe itindividually and then compare their version with those of other members of theirgroup to see how well they understood the commercial. Another way to transcribethe commercial is by dividing the number of sentences and/or phrases among themembers of a group. For instance, if a group is made up of four students watching acommercial with four sentences or phrases, each member can write down onesentence or phrase. They must listen very carefully because sometimes it is hard toknow when one sentence or phrase ends and another one begins.Then each group can read their version of the commercial aloud andcompare theirs to other groups’ or write their version on the board and thencompare. If students disagree, they can listen to the message until they get all ofthe information clearly.  They discuss what they think they heard and why theythink what they heard is correct. The students justify their choices by using theirknowledge of grammar, for example. After watching a commercial about LiquidDial (a type of liquid soup for washing the hands), the author's students arguedabout the beginning of a sentence. Some said it began with “The best”; others saidit started with “It has.” A student insisted he heard “It has” because the sentenceended in “don’t”; as in, for example--"It has a refreshing aroma while the otherbrands don't." If the discussion seems to be going nowhere, the instructor shouldhelp the students.
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High-intermediate and advanced students can write the text of mostcommercial messages by themselves.  With lower levels, the teacher can give thema copy of the commercial message with a few blanks for them to complete whilelistening to it. Teachers must also be sure to choose only commercial messageswith few phrases or simple sentences, containing language the students canhandle.
Step 4. Describing the commercialA student pretends that someone who has not seen the commercial has justarrived in class. Or, the teacher can actually ask a student or several students tostay outside until the class gets to this step. One of the students who has seen thecommercial describes it, trying to use the five senses, and as many shapes andcolors as possible, by talking about these features:• topic of the commercial,• type of product being advertised,• purpose of the commercial,• people, animals and/or objects used in the commercial,• spoken or written catchy words or phrases used in the commercial,• type of target market, etc.The other students who have seen the commercial, too, listen to the studentdescribing the commercial and then give him/her feedback. The student who hasnot seen or heard the commercial can ask questions, so he/she can get an accurateidea of the commercial. The commercial can then be played one more time for allstudents to confirm their interpretations.
Teaching ProcedureWhen selecting commercials for class use, it is important to view them withan eye toward several major concerns, which include the elements of language thatthe teacher wishes to focus on, the interests of the students, and the criticalthinking skills that fit the commercial. Commercials that tell stories work well forteaching how to organize information, predict, and identify sequence. Commercialsthat pose a problem, offer choices, or compare two products are best suited forlessons on making associations, comparing and contrasting, drawing conclusions,
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evaluating, and making judgments. Commercials can be recorded off air fromregular television broadcasts, but teachers need to be aware of the copyrightguidelines governing their use. Non-profit educational institutions can videotapeoff-air, but must use the tapes within 10 school days and erase them after 45calendar days (Stempleski, 1992; also see Richardson and Scinicariello, 1989 for athorough discussion of the U. S. "fair use" guidelines for off-air taping).
A Three-Stage Lesson PlanThe classroom activities presented below were designed for ESL students inan advanced-intermediate listening class in a university-level intensive Englishprogram. They are intended to demonstrate the types of activities that a teachercan create for using commercials to teach both listening and critical thinking skills.The TV commercials and activities described are used in the context of a thematicunit on advertising. While these activities are linked to a specific commercial, theyshould be viewed as a model, or frame, that can be adapted to other suitablecommercials. The general format follows a three-stage plan of previewing, viewing,and postviewing activities. When actually presenting a lesson, all three stages arefollowed for each commercial. However, a different commercial is presented foreach stage here in order to highlight a greater number of critical thinking skills.
Stage 1: PreviewingPreviewing activities are intended to prepare students for understandingthe commercial. They are designed to activate students' schema, or backgroundknowledge, and create interest in the viewing and postviewing activities thatfollow. The example presented here is based on a 1991 commercial for Dimmetappmedicine which tells a story. The commercial shows a young boy sick in bed with acold. Family members (mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, and youngerbrother) gather in the doorway to his bedroom, and the worried expressions ontheir faces convey their concern. Some of the family members offer their advice tothe boy's mother. With each piece of advice, the sick boy pulls the covers fartherand farther over his head. After listening to all the advice, the boy's mother goes tothe medicine chest to get the Dimmetapp medicine. In the final scene, the boy is outof bed and happily bouncing a basketball in his room.Procedures:
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1. To start, show the commercial without sound. Tell students to use the visualaspects of the commercial to gain as much information about the product aspossible.2. Put the following questions on a handout or an overhead transparency. Insmall groups or as a class, have students answer the questions orally. Thecritical thinking skill associated with each question/activity is noted inbrackets.A) What kind of product is this? Do you know the name of the product?(B) Who are the people you see? What are their relationships? [makingassociations](C) How do these people feel? [making associations_facial expressions andfeelings](D) Retell the story. What happened? [sequencing].(E) How does the boy get well? [seeing cause and effect; drawing conclusions: Hetakes the medicine and gets well.](F) The boy's grandmother, father, and little brother give his mother advice. Howdoes the boy react to the advice? What advice do you think the grandmothergives? The father? The little brother? [predicting; hypothesizing]3. Now show the commercial again, this time with sound. Tell students to takenotes to help them verify or disprove their predictions. [verifying ahypothesis]
Stage 2: ViewingThe viewing phase is intended to focus students' attention on some aspectof the commercial relevant to the lesson being conducted: the content, thevocabulary, or a cultural theme, for example. The activities for the viewing stagerequire students to watch the commercial with a purpose and a task. As with thepreviewing stage, the particular activities will vary with the commercial beingused. The following example is based on a 1992 commercial for M&Ms (candy) . Inthe previewing stage for this commercial, students imagine that they have beenhired to advertise the product. Working in groups, they sample the product andthen create descriptions of the images they want to portray and their targetaudience. Each group then writes a script for a commercial and videotapes oneanother's groups performing their commercial.
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Procedures:In the viewing stage, students first watch the commercials they create andwrite down what they think the intended images and target audiences are. Next,they watch the professional commercial several times, each time with a differenttask to perform. First they watch in order to answer the following questions. Again,the critical thinking skills required are in brackets.1. Who do they want to sell this candy to? [making inferences: students infer theintended audience from the different types of people they see in thecommercial: children, teenagers, adults, older people]2. What is the image they have created? [generalizing, making associations,recognizing cause and effect: students see people dancing, smiling, and having agood time. From this they can associate and generalize that the intended imageof the commercial is light-hearted and fun. They also see the cause and effectrelationship between eating M & Ms and being happy_even in the rain.]3. What images are different from the ones the class created? [students compareand contrast the ideas generated by the class in their own commercials withthose in the professional commercial.]The second task students perform with the M&Ms commercial is watchingand filling in the blanks in a close passage, a script of the song accompanying thecommercial. This task focuses them on the vocabulary used in the commercial. Inorder to be successful, they have to select relevant information and ignore thatwhich is irrelevant.As they work through exercises in the viewing stage, students always havemany questions about what they hear, and what they think they hear. Theirquestions lead to class discussions providing more listening practice andopportunities to discuss the strategies they find most helpful when listening toauthentic language. They are allowed to see the commercial over and over_as manytimes as they request to complete the task they are working on.Stage 3: Post-viewingThe post-viewing stage is intended to engage students in using informationfrom the commercials to evaluate what they have seen, check their comprehension,integrate information, and make judgments as critical consumers. By this point inthe lesson, students have seen and heard the commercial many times. They have
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had opportunities to ask questions regarding vocabulary, pronunciation,structures, and cultural themes.
This last example is based on a 1992 commercial for a Mexican restaurantnamed "Garcia's." The commercial shows a man and a woman who appear to havecome to the restaurant from work. Initially they are stiff and proper, but as theyenjoy the food and drinks they become progressively more relaxed. The manremoves his tie, the woman's hair becomes disheveled; by the time the checkcomes, they are laughing and carrying on with abandon. To the accompaniment oflively Mexican music, the narrator says, "Garcia's. A great place to unwind and havea good time. And best of all ... (the waiter places the check on the table) ... this won'tspoil your fun".Procedures:Students answer the following questions in writing, or orally in either aclass discussion or in small groups. Critical thinking skills associated withanswering are underlined.1. What is the advantage of going to this restaurant?Answering this question is a way of checking comprehension of thecommercial in general. It also requires students to integrate the information theyhave picked up and generalize from it. For example, they have to understand that"And best of all ... your check, sir ... This won't spoil the fun" adds up to Garcia'sbeing an inexpensive restaurant.2. Do you think this is an effective commercial? Explain your answer. What aboutthe commercial attracts you?What about the commercial offends you? These questions require studentsto make judgments, evaluate, and interate information. To answer, students mustdecide what commercials are intended to do, and whether liking a commercial isthe same as its being effective. Students have to discuss these issues togetherbefore deciding how they want to answer. Going through this process helps themsee that there is never just one answer to questions of this nature.3. Would this commercial be effective in your country? Explain your answer.This question requires students to relate information to their own lives andvalues and make comparisons to the commercials in their countries. To do this,
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students have to think carefully about the advertising norms and values in theirown countries and determine whether and how they differ from those inadvertising in the USA. In the past, this comparison has led to students bringingvideos of commercials from their countries to class to demonstrate the differences.
ConclusionThe television commercial has much to offer ESL teachers and students. It'sbrevity, language redundancies, visual impact, interesting vocabulary, and culturalcomponents combine to provide ESL students opportunities to improve theirlistening skills. However, for students who must leave their ESL courses and enterthe American university classroom, learning to listen and comprehend is notenough. ESL teachers in higher education must help their students learn to listenwith discrimination; in addition to understanding a message, students must learnto evaluate what they hear. Television commercials are also an excellent mediumfor introducing ESL students to the higher-order, critical thinking skills that canincrease their chances for academic success in the American educational system.The sample exercises presented here can serve as a frame for designing tasks forthe use of other commercials to teach both listening and critical thinking skills inthe ESL classroom.Both EFL teachers and students have much to gain from TV commercials.TV commercials have visual, verbal and written images, interesting vocabulary andcultural features, and help students to improve their listening skills and to speakEnglish in a more natural way.  But, that is not all, EFL teachers have an obligationto make it possible for students to take risks because taking risks helps students totrain their minds to become fast and critical thinkers.  Teachers should not forgetthat some of their students may continue their education in the US; others may findjobs in the US. However, just by considering their students as future professionals,instructors will understand that critical-thinking skills will help them tocommunicate their ideas better in both the target and native languages. Wright(2002, p. 258) affirms, “We have to make decisions all the time, and to makereasonable ones, we apply criteria. We can use criteria well or poorly, but we cangain in sophistication in their use through reflective experience and practice."
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